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death. I do not, however, believe that this is the right inter-
pretation. The rich adornment of heroes and heroines is
found universally in folklore as well as in epic poetry and in
romances. Formalized splendour is what ballad singers admire
and usually without reservations. It has not a moral, but a
pathetic effect: the images of grandeur, fairy or mortal, embody-
ing the strongest fantasies of the community, are contrasted
with "the earthiness of death and decay"—as Speirs himself
points out. The moralist interpretation does appear in one
version of "Proud Lady Margaret*' (47 E):
Leave pride, Margret, leave pride, Margret,
Leave pride and vanity . . .
0 ye come in at the kirk door
Wi the gowd plaits in your hair:
But wud ye see what I have seen
Ye maun them a* forbear.
But this exhortation is not found in all the versions of the
ballad and it is paralleled by few other ballads. I suspect that
Scott may be partly responsible for this interpretation of
finery: he himself wrote some excellent moralist poems in
the ballad style, like "From the Red Gold Keep Thy Finger",
and his masterpiece, "Proud Maisie".
Other survivals of the past can be traced in the ballads,
some perhaps antedating the typical community of the late
Middle Ages. In "Edward" (13), a married man still lives
with his mother, and when Johnie Cock (114) is dying, it is
to his mother he sends for help. The man's mother has great
authority in the ballad household, as in "Willie's Lady" (6),
"Lord Randal" (12), and others. In "Johnie Cock" and
elsewhere, there are a number of references to the sister's son
as a man's next of kin. These motifs, taken together, may point
to a matrilineal social organization of great antiquity. But here,
also, as Krappe says,7 care must be taken in interpreting the
evidence: the sister's son may be not a proof of actual custom
but a formula borrowed from epic tradition.
Blood brotherhood, a custom of great antiquity, is found
in two ballads: in "Adam Bell" (116), where three brothers

